
TRANSFORM YOUR 
TREASURY AND FINANCE

FASTER AND FURTHER



FROM ZERO TO HERO:
AUTOMATE YOUR FINANCES 
WITH CLOUD TECHNOLOGY

As a finance professional in a fast growing company, you 
are building up the treasury and finance function together 
with your small team. You started capturing financial 
numbers in spreadsheets. As your company expands, it´s 
hard to keep pace. After you have added a new bank 
account, bank, currency or regulation another one already 
needs to be added. You recognise the deficiencies in your 
manual operations and have a vision to implement best 
practices. But where do you start with limited resources 
and with 101 deadlines? 

Although resources and budgets are tight, you want to 
help drive business performance. To get away from 
error-prone manual operations and spreadsheets, you 
need an easy, professional solution that will enable you to 
improve efficiency and security.

Reval’s treasury system provides the best practice cash, 
liquidity, payment and FX risk management capabilities 
you have been looking for to make your company´s cash 
flows visible in real-time. Cloud technology helps to 
automate manual processes in a quick and affordable 
way.

As fast as Clark Kent turns into Superman, your financial 
operations can turn into something you never thought 
possible using Reval.

TAKE CONTROL

BOOST EFFICIENCY



CHANGE YOUR DAILY ROUTINE WITH CLOUD SOFTWARE

Get away from spending hours in spreadsheets collecting and consolidating financial information 
from multiple bank portals, gather data automatically

Avoid errors from consolidating cash flows from subsidiaries and other departments in Excel, 
work with a single platform that captures all financial data

Stop working late nights to create cash, liquidity and FX exposure reports for your CEO, look at
cash positions and best practice reports in real-time

FROM DATA COLLECTION TO ANALYSIS

Don´t worry about new banks added to your portfolio, connect local and global bank partners to 
collect bank statements automatically

Forget the pain of updating exchange rates in spreadsheet conglomerates, measure FX exposures 
across the enterprise with integrated currency feeds

Don’t risk P&L volatility due to missing data from subsidiaries, implement central control over 
worldwide operations at your headquarters and work together with your global team on cash 
forecasts and FX exposure mitigation

FROM REGIONAL TO GLOBAL

Save yourself from having to explain embarrassing discrepancies in numbers, implement a single 
system, a single source of truth, with full version controls and you will always know where your figures 
are from 

Don’t get lost in numbers, keep an overview with dynamic dashboards and create in-depth analysis and 
reports with a few clicks to answer even your CEO´s toughest questions

Lose the fear of audits, implement 4-eye-principle, limit controls, audit trails and regulatory reporting to 
assure compliance 

FROM COMMOTION TO COMMUNICATION

Get away from your risky trial-and-error-approach, learn from your peers in Reval’s ever growing 
community of global users

Don’t worry about broken formulas and adapting spreadsheet monsters anymore, benefit from Reval’s 
commitment to innovation, allocating more than 30% of revenue to R&D in its scalable cloud platform

Stop depending on key personnel to maintain your tools, stay current and secure on the latest version of the 
software, delivered automatically to all users at the same time

FROM LONE WOLF TO COMMUNITY



ABOUT REVAL
Reval is the leading, global provider of a scalable cloud platform for Treasury and Risk Management 
(TRM). Our cloud-based offerings enable enterprises to better manage cash, liquidity and financial risk, 
and to account for and report on complex financial instruments and hedging activities. The scope and 
timeliness of the data and analytics we provide allow chief financial officers, treasurers and finance 
managers to operate more confidently in an increasingly complex and volatile global business 
environment. With offerings built on the Reval Cloud Platform companies can optimize treasury and risk 
management activities across the enterprise for greater operational efficiency, security, control and 
compliance. Founded in 1999, Reval is headquartered in New York with regional centers across North 
America, EMEA and Asia Pacific.

For more information, visit www.reval.com or email info@reval.com.

4 QUICK WINS TO SHOW YOUR CEO 

Reval delivers pre-configured cloud software for cash, liquidity, payment and FX risk management that´s easy to 
implement and cost-efficient. Get started with Reval, today.

Many finance professionals use error-prone spreadsheets and expose their companies, maybe unknowingly, to high 
operational risk. A Reval survey of more than 130 global treasury professionals quantifies the benefits technology can 
bring to treasury and finance teams.


